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                         ABS ['Rl'alCT -

     Anneelling of radiation--induced defiects in germanium single

crystals was studied by me,asuring HaZl coefficient and conductivity.

The doPant was gallium or indium and the impurity conceneration
ranged from'3 Å~ io13 to s Å~ ioi5 atoms/cra3. rrradiation of the

                                                       '                'sarnples was rnade by using l.5MeV electrons at 77"Ki and the sarnples
                                   'were annealed in a temperature range 7.7e N 4000K. Five anne41ing
stages oh galZium--doped sample and four stages on indium-doped

sarapie were observed. .                                                        '                                           '       '        '     Romation of the trap was evident after irradiation. •Posi-.

tigps of the two tra.pping ievels were determined to be Ec - O.16eV

and ENi + O.16eV in gallpuum-doped sarnple. In the case of indium-
     '    'de?ed ,sample, the position of the shallew trapping level was
                                               'found to be at about Ec -• O.10eV. Xn stage !:r, which occurs

in the•range 2200K to 2700K, the traps were anneaied out and the
    '.Lt'donor density increased.' rn gailium--doped samplet a donor level
qt-ld.08eV above the valence band increased in density as anneaiing

proceeded.

     The effect of the deEect charge state on the annealing
   '      '                               'pro gess was .alse studied'. By illuminating the specirnens by
 t/

visible li ght durip-g annealing, the traps can be filied or, in
       ttot,her words, the charge state of the defect can be changed from
            'that under annealing in the dark. When defects captured electrons,
                                                                 'd' def'est which was otherwise' anneaiabx6 in a range soo N 14ooK

  .t(stage :) became more stabZe and another defect annealable in

                                             '

                           'i"



$tage rlX in the dark was annealed. out at iower teTnperature.

The activation ene=gies of the stage IX] under various rconditiens

were obtained to be as foUows; -they ore O.3geV with traps

empty and O.23eV with traps f.viU fcr yalrLimrft doped sample, and

O.69eV with t=aps erapey, and O.XSeV w'Lt:h 'tr.tr'apept fiuXi fer. indiurn

                                                           'doped sample.

     Tn stage V, which occurGd a])ove 380"`K, iche radiati'on induced
          'change in Hall coefficient and conductivity was annea,led ou't. '

Activation energy for the staq.e was ob'tain,ied to be Z.2eV for

gaUium doped sarnple and i.6eV fodev rinaj-ur:} doped. C"haract'eristics

of the five annealing staq. es an, d differences in annealing

behaviors between gaUium and imdium doped sainpte are discussed
       'ieading to proposed anneaXing raodeis.

     The annealing process in stage M is consideTed to be associated

with migrating vacancies. Xn this stage a. vacancy with single

plus charge rnigrates to sub$titutional tf.pvpurity w.tth single minus

charge and makes [vacancy--i.mpurj-ty <sul stitu'tiorial)] complex with
 isingZe plus charge. The activation ene.rgy eÅí' this process was

found to be O.leV. [Vhis ac'tivation ctne.t"gy is Tegarded to be that

ior the migration of vacancies. [Phct morfl;el fo:rt stage IIX is as

follows; i'rnpurity (interstitaaj.) wJLtlii dotib:le k-)Xus chaxge m.tgrates

in this stage and makes association with subr.rtitutional irnpurity

atom with single negative charge resuXting ir•t an e.s$ociation

[impurity (interstitiai> " j.mpu:city <su.bstituticna,1)] with double
'   '
pXus charge. These models aru" consisten't: with "L'he observations
                                                           '       'in this investigation as weXl as t:hose j.n pctblacations by other

authors.

                            w2w



 g l. :ntroduction

     Many ef the important phy,stcal pncopertr.ies of solids are

strongly infiuenced by various "cypes of defects. Xt has been

 recognized that understanding of relations between. defec't

 structure and physical properei-es as well as the knowledges on

 interactions of irnperfections are very S.mpoirl;ant to a better

basic understanding of solids. Lattice defects are introduced

by plastÅ}c defonpation, quenchin{.? oL' ir.vadiation with energetic
            '         'particles; fast neutrons, or-particles, high-energy electrons

 and y-rays. The production or- clefects by irradia.tion has several

 advantages: The relative amount of damage can be easily

 controlled. The nature of the defect' depends on the type of

 radiation u.sed. By using proper type of irradiation, darriage

 can be introduced guite homogeneeusly 1.n, tlie crys'tal.
      '      Defects, like cheinical impurities, introduce localized
           '
 sVates into the forbidden, energy gap o.Fi semiconductors. Depend-

 ing.-on the material, these defects may iontze as eithex" donors
.l
or acceptors. Since radiation dafitage to a crystalline lattice
may 6e conceived as randomly distributed intpv]rstitiai-vacancy

pairs in its sirnplest forrn, the ne't efEect of bombardment on

 the' carrier concentration wiU depe-)nd on the energy level

 structure of both types of lattice deEects. Tf 'the o.cceptor

 action of one component of the Frenko]. pair is stronger than
              .
 the dgnor action of the other compo?,entr., one would naturally

 expect the carrier concentration of n--type specirnens to decrease

-- 3 .h



with bombardrnqnt and conversion to p-type to occux' for

sufticiently long exposure. hradj.at.ion by aleectron beams
                                      'tends to produce a simple defect by rem.oving an isolated atorn

from its lattice site to an interstitia]. pos.iicion Xeaving

behXna a vaaaney, ThSdi Vxsnket dedef-"ic Ss 'ehe ruost, sirnpXe
 'radiation produced defect in semicenducto.rs.
 •""' The electrical properties of semiconducto.v•.s faLre known to

     'be extremely sensitive to both chemica.1 irnpurkjes and structural

imperfections in the cxystal. Hence tht". study of radSatton
      'i4duced defects in semiconductors has beo.m o:f g,r.eat ass,tstance
                     ,
ip obtaining recent unders'tandings off Lh.e structuxe ofi solids.

                .Since behavior of defects upon anneal-in{ provides key to a

model of the defect and change in defect Åëonfigdrations is

reflected in electrical properties, aimealSng expe"ntment.s have

played an important role in the proceed.i-ngs ofi ic.he si;udy of

radiation damage. And ypvt $evescal {;IIue,ro-Y;ions ejare' lo..:tt"'t' xin,answered.

                         '
,T "g/sg. are the followings as sorne of them are yaj-scecl by corbett.1)

'(i) At what temperature doe$ thg migret:ion of vncanctes occur

and where do they move to?
   '(2) At what ternperature does the mi.gxat.i.on efi inlt"orrstitials

occur ,and where do.they move to?
                                                     '     ttt/

(3) .'How much is the'activation energy of these anAeaiings?

 (4) What is the annealing pz"ocess?
(5) What is ihe roie of irnpurity atom i.n annealing process?

     ' (6) 'What levels are Å}ntroduced in Eoubidden band]y these
tt

defects? i' .

      '



(7) Where is the theory?

     There are a numbex' of elect.ric•aL' pr•:operties which have

been used in studies o:- these probiems. The most extensive
                  t-       'studies have been made by using Hal.L coef-ficfi.ent2)'V5> and

             6) ev8)                    Thg resu].ts ytaXd {;ikts cionv'"ent;xration andeonductiviey.
                                      'mobility,of carriers in the crystal. r]heas numbe.r of fuee carriers

provides information on the number ofi aecepto.r$ or donors

introduced into the lattice a.nd the c;srnitti= mobUity provides

information about the scattering l:ropL,ts.tthtxc-ts o.E ihe dieEec'ts which

reveais the charge sta'te. Th•e, msnontty earr.rie.ir iife'time,9)

 '                                           '                                         le)photoconductivity, electron sptn resoxtance '                                             and optiÅëai
absorption spectrali•)Nl4) axe also st.uc-tiedi k't•y many ini vestigators.

     The fact that the ann,ealing behav:'oiL' of the radiation-
                't
induced changes in carrier concentratL,o.n tandT irtobility is dependent

gn species of do' pant was firs't acepcxte).c'lioy Bx-o'wn e)t al.3) on

n-type gerrnanium. They :tound that. E.'i•.'i'iittwo.n,-:vr--clop'}bd mat-erial showed

conE}.LderqbLy more recovery in 'tl-]e. c:arcr:'-exr c'onkr.e•n,r;r-ation than
 ''-f"
tirsenic.or phosphorus-doped mater.j.al yvhen tb}ic-> c-sam,ples iyradiated

at 800K were annealed at 329-Ol<. 5[hey al:-;c f.ound that the varia-

tion in reciprocal mobili,ty couid bc-' tv"ew"spelated wi' trh the change

in .carrier concentration fosc the am.ia•at ox':' anL'iinony--doped

sarnples but not for arsenic--dox)ed si;araL:,les. :!lrie- se i {•es-ults wexe

interpreted as indicating l:laat defect.-•simapuxit.v.. coru,,)lexes are

             .formed more readily Eoar some impu.yi:ic-es thap Eor ot'ne.r.s. The

    '                              " itadditional evidence ifox the exzs'ten.(:e of a c"we,fec"c-xi"purzty

 ' '
          '   '      '   't t/ /t t



interaction was'  found by curnts et aÅ}..]"5) They showed that

recovery of minority carrier rLtt:et:Lrne at"eer lryadiation of co60

gamma-ray at 3080K was influenced not' c;nly. by the impurity type

but also by irrtpurity concenr-]ration -Ln b(:)t'h axsenicin•and antirnony-
.doped sambles. Hasigut•i et ai.i6) Lvepoytecft the. effect of

impurity on the anneaung of carriex concentration of co60

gamma-ray irradiated gpvrmanium. sai't• o e)ic al.i'7) ,reported the

impurity type and coneentration dependence et the annealing oE

n-type germaniurn after gcNLmm,a irxratjli,ttt'ti<)n a.t 770K.

        '     The fuli dimensions of t})e !r)o,ig:.T.:• ]{:).L, ]-M::tes of defect--impurity

interactions and complex formo.tion in s-Uicon are shown by the
                                                             'electron spin resonahce studies by TleJ,attf.ins ai•,!d co-wo]rkeirs.18)"V24)
                    ,                     '
Arr}ong the identified centers a.re j.solaL'ed va"vancies, vacancy-

oxygen cornplexes, vacancy--svtbstttutiorialL i.nipu]rity complexes,

divacancies and interst.it.ial j.rttpuz'j-Lipa.il)s. 31ho.xe rare indications

suggesting the presence of impuLr'ity•-nbiull.tL,vaca.n,ey eomplexes and
             '    'the-•'migration of intersti'tiai isflpux':i.'t:.y c-{.t;o]":,s a't .l(w temperature.
 ;
      'Zn view of the similarit,y between sti,..lict:)n and germanium, it

would not be surprising to tind. a.na.J,`-o`grous cormp].e.x, es im gerinaniurn.

     Less report has been publlrvhttL'", or't ,'•-)'tudy oi' p-tyz)e ge.rinanium

than n-type. This is po,ssibly causasLd• b.y the ].ower carrier

rernoval rate of thÅ}s materiaZ. Yet, s<,me s'tud.Ics on radiation

damage of p-type germanium have been y'epoy'L'ed.
     Brown et al.3) report;ed the-= anneF,Atin(y of.,clefects i.n p-type

                                   '
ge rmanium after 1 . 0MeV elect r. on j. r: aod tat i. o:,') at 79 0K . The re sults

      '

                           - 6 •--



are as follows: TraPs of minority carrier are generated by
                  'irradiation. The traps are annealed in a temperature range

2000K to 2200K and are replaced by stable donors. The rate of

annealing depends strongly upon whether the traps are full or

ernpty. Zt is interesting that the traps are removed much more

readily when they are fiiled than when they are empty. The

activation energy for the annealing was O.56eV with traps ernpty
                                     t                                             '
and O.l9eV with traps fuU. No further annealing was observed
                                                             'until 3900K in their indium-doped sainples. The activation

energy for the annealing was 2.leV and airnost ali of the radia-
                     'tion donors were removed in this stage.
   '     Experirnents after electron irradiation at 4.20K were
reported by whit' ehouse.8) He irradiated degenerate p-type

germanium at 4.20K with 4.5MeV electrons and found a carrier
rernoval rate of o.4 cm-1. N-type gerrnanium had a removal rate

                                                         '25 tirnes larger under the,same'conditions. Exposure to infrared
             '             'IFght (hv < Eg) caused a change in conductivity decreasing
 :exponentially with tirne with twd different relaxation times.
Two Processes (Pl and P2) were also observed during the heating

of, the specimen after irradiation; One (Pl), occuring between

300K and 900K and another (P2) between 700K and liOOKi The

former tends to restore the conductivity, and this is observed

only after inErared Jrradiation at 4.20K, and the latter decreases
in conductivity ohce again. if the lspecimen w,as exposed to a.

short pulse of ionizing radiation after the completion of the

                           -7-



latter process, conductivity was restored virtually to its

p6st-irradi,ation vaZue and this cyclic behavior could be repeated

without appreciabZe loss of radiation induced donors. The most

obvious explanation for the decrease of conductivity during

iliurnination is that ptnority earriers are released frorn traps

and annihilate holes. However, Whitehouse pointed out that

the process PZ might ipe rnore complex than the simpZe refiZZing
                                        :of traps and involves atornic rnotion. He suggested that Pl •
                 .involved the motion of defects to sinks. The P2 process obeyed
                                                 tsecond order kinetics and the actvation energy was O.16eV.
      similar experirnents were done by Flanagan and Klontz.4)'5)

'They showed that when the irradiated sarnples were illuminated

at 50K with light of energy less than the band gap, the carrier
                                    ,"concentration and the electricalf conductivity were observed to

decay. This decay could be resolved into two independent

exponential docays where the ratio of the long-time constant

 (Exp.. I) to the short-time constant (Exp. 2) was about 6 to l.
'They observed fou= anneaiing stages and these occured in the

ranges 400 to 700K, iOOO' to l500K, 2000 to 2700K and 3800 to

4200K. There were two annealing stages in the 400 to 70QK

region, one centered near 500K and the other around 650K.

7rhe value of the activation energy was O.05eV for the 650K

stage and O.04eV for' the 500K stage. These stages did not
              .show impurity dependenee. The impuri'ty-dependent behavior
occured in the IOOO to 1500K range. )' The activation energy in

                  '
          '                          '     '                                                       '                             -8- '



this region was O.IOeV. Following the 1000 `v 1500K transforma-

tion, the ' so called two ,state defect appeared. This two state
                                                   '   'defect was stable below 800K and the defect behaved like a long-

lived ndnority carxiex tncap. The icwo-state defect broke up

'near 2000K. This breakup obeyed Eirst ordGr kinetics and the
    'activation energy was O.40eV. These result.s are generally
similar to those of lkhitehouse,8) but in some points they are

                                                            t.completely different from each other. These differences are

considered to be attributed to the differences in experimental

conditions such as energy of bombarding electronsr carrier
         ttconcentration and tirne of irradiation. These results were the

pioneering works on the annealing of p-type germanium. Recently,

drastic progress was made by Whan and her work is worth to
review.ll)N14) whan observed infrared absorption spectrum of

oxygen containing gerrnanium and found a iormation of oxygen-
                                   l4)                                        Oxygen-doped ge]maniumvacancy Åëomplex at low temperature.
was' irradiated with 2tvrev electrons at 2soK and sooK,ll) and it

was .shown that there, was an interaction of oxygen atoms with
 '
radiation-induced defects in germanium. Two bands at 719 and
736 cm-1, which were not present after iz"radiation at 2seK,

   '                                                     ,-develeped on annealing between 580K and 730K in oxygen-doped
germanium. The growth of the'62o cnf1 band 'and the simultaneous

             '                       •-1                          bands near 1200K suggest that the bandsdecay oE 7Z9 •and 736 cm
                                    'are related and impunity-defect interaction occurs in germanium
                                                    18                                                       enrichedat iower tempera'ture. She used sarrtples doped with O,
        1         '    '                                          .                                                    '                                            '         '                            -9 -- •



oxygen and showed that there was a shift ,of absorption spectrum
in vibrationai frequency by the change in raass between o16 and

o18. The results showed that the 620 crn'i band was assoeiaYed

with negatively charged oxygen-vacancy cornplex. By analogy to

oxygen-defect interactiQns in silicbn. these cornplexes were

eonsidered to be oxygen-vacancy complexesr which was forrned as

the vacancy moves at 650K. Sindlar experirnent was done using
        'neutron irradiated gerrnanium.i2) !n this caSe, the 62o cm-i '

                       'band was detectable after irradiation at 2230K and developed

upon annealing above 2730K. The results are in contrast to
       '       'those of electron irradiated specirnens. This shift in the

temperature was understood as the result of additional vacancies

produced by the dissociation of the large defect clusters forrned
                            tt        '                                                              'by •neutron irradiation.

     Electron spin resonance is a powerfui tool for the study

of the detailed nature of radiaticn induced defects in semi--
    'corpd.uctors. Frorn the standpoint of electron spin resonance,
 1,                           .germanium is a material less satisfactory than siiicon. But
sorne' works have been published on the electron spin resonance
study of defects in germanium.25)rV28> Baldwin25)r26) reported

the resonance of the germanium A-centers which were gqnerated

Sn oxygen--doped germanium by 2MeV electron irradiation at 600C.
                                                      'He observed another two paramagnetic centers, but the models
             `                      'of the defects were not proposed for, the lack of resolved
hyperfine structurre. Hasiguti et ai.27> observed eiectron spin

                                                     '                                               '
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 resonance spectra on arsenic-doped n-type germanium irradiated

with 6MeV•electrons at 400C. They observed Al , B and C spectrum.

 The donor spectrum Al, which was not observed after irradiationt

 emerged at 2100C and recovered its intensity befo.re irradiation

 at 5000C. The B and C•spectrum which were observable aEter

 irradiation grew stronger untÅ}l abou't 2100C, and then they

 decayeq. The B spectrum decayed cornpletely at 500QC and the C

 spectrum disappeared at 3100C. They proposed the model of C

 center which gives the C spectrum. The contiguration of the'

 rnodei is arsenic divacancy (As - V2) cornplex. If an arsenic

 a6om situates at the (1/2, 1/2, i/2) site of the lattice

                    ' coordinate, two vacancie$ are situated at two nearest neighbours

 i. e. (1/4, l/4, 3/4) ahd (.1/4, 3/4, l/4). The energy level )f

 the C state is O.02 N O.03eV below the conduction band. Eiectron
                                    . spin resonance on oxygen fr'ee p-type gexman.ium was studied by '

 [vruebiood.10) HG irradiated the sample with 4.5MeV electrons

 gt-770K and observed t4e resonance of G() - Pl eenter. This
 i

 center showed sorne of the characterisstcs of a long-lived
    '
'electron trap. When the sample was warmed above 770K, ,'these

 traps began to empty and the resonance signal decreased. When

 the sample is warmed above 2200K, the center iost its trapping

 property. He did not pscopose a definite microscopic model of
                                                      ' the Ge -- Pl eenter, but the high degree of symmetry of the g
             .
 tensor suggested that the structure of the defect was simple.

 The studies of electron spin resonance on the radiation defects

                            - IX -
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 in silicon gave many important results for the study of radia-
 tion damage.18)N24) Many configurations of the,defeets were

 determined by Watkins et al.. These results indicated the
 Si -- A center as ariSing fxom a vacancy-oxygen pair and S,i,- E

 center as arising from a vacancy-phosphorus pair. watkins24)

 also observed vacancy and interstitial motion. rn p-type silicon,
 the vacancy spectra disappeared in a i5 minute isochronal anneai

 at rv i600 to l800K and in n-type silicon, the vacancy spectrum
                                                    '                                        ' disappeared in a iS minute isochronal anneal at 600K. He Åíound
 a spectrum arising from interstitiaZ AI++ in aluminum-doped

 silicon irradiated at 4.20K. He explained the results as follows.
    ' The vacancy-interstitiaZ pair is formed in the silicon lattice

 by irrgdiation and interstitial silicon atorn migrates through

 the lattice until trapped by the substitutional aZuminurn atom.

 rn the trapped state, the silicon atom replaces the substitutional .
            ' alurninum atorn, ejecting it into interstitial site. Similar
                                                             ' ,process were observed in copper-doped n-type germanium irradiated
 'at 77oK by Hiraki et al..29>'30> 'Mackay andiKlontz31)'32) proposed

 the ciose-pair modei33>• for the 6soK stage of n`type germanium. .'

 The vacancy-interstitial pairs are generated by irradiation and

 they are stable to 650K. 1'n the neighborhood of 650K, the close-

•pairs recombine. But recent inforrnation indicates that this
                            34) modei iS not cerrect. Zizine reported a result of isothermaZ
            .
 annealing of n-type germanium afteF, irradiation at 200K and

. found an impurity concentzation or dopants dependence of the

             tt  '                tt                                           '                                                      '         tt   '



annealing rate. This result indicates the dependency of the

annealing process on either kind or concentration of irnpurities.

Hence, the close-pair rnodel must be abandoned. Zizine took the

view that the annealing rate was infXuenced by the impurity

eoncentration and propo$ed that the' annealing was the resuZt

of long range migration of interstitials to recombine with

vacancies. But Mackay and Kiontz took.the view that annealing

                                                            'rate was influenced by the different nature of the impurity. '
                b
They preposed the model oi 650K stage, such that the interstitial
                                               s
atom trapped by a group V irnpurity atom ndgrates to vacancy
near 6soK. rshino et ai.35) studied the effect of defect charge

state to the annealing of n-type germanium and reported that

the defects that captured electrons rernained stable until 650K,

but without electrons, the defects were annealed out at 300K.
     The amount of published tvork on p--type gemmanium36)N38)

is srnan cornpared to that on n--type germanium,39)N65> and a

mor.e extensive body of experimental information would be helpful
 ;                                          - -tto obtai,n a better understanding of radiatzon defects in sema-
                                                       '                    nycondUctors. This study was undertaken to investigate the

anneaiing behavior of gallium-or indium-doped ge=inanium under

carefuliy controlled condi'tions in an a'ttempt to learn sorne of

the details of the annealing processes which occur in the r'ange
800K to 4000K. Hall coefficient and conductivity were measured
             .
during both isochronal and isotherrna,1 anneals after irradiation
                                   Tat 770K. The effect of impurS.ty type or concentration on the
                 '                       '                                                '   tt
                                                              -                                             '                            - Z3 -



annealing, the effect

the activat•ion energy

levels observed after

process of annealing

annealing rnode1s..

'of

 for

 the

WUI

defects charge states on the annealing,

 various annealing stages, the energy

 various annealing stages and the

 be diseussed togethex with proposed
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g 2. Experimental Procedure
 '

1) Sample and Zrradiation
     The crystals used ln this study were• gallium-doped or,indium-

doped gerrnaniurn. The gallium concenbration of the samples is
in the range 3 Å~ ioZ3 to s Å~ ioZ5 atoms/cm3 and that for the

                 ''indium-doped sarnpie is s, Å~ ioi4 atoms(cm3. wafers of o.3 N o.s mm

        'in thickness were cut f.rern the single crystals perpendicular to

the <lll> axis. Bridge shaped specimens were cut by an ultrasonic

die. After the surface of the specirnen was etched with• CP - 4,

ohmic contacts were made by using indiurn solder containing 5g

lead. The specirnen was placed ;n a slot at one end of a sample

holder. The holder is a bakelite stick of dimensions 2 Å~ 12 Å~ 370

mm. The slot where the sarr.-) is mounted is covered with copper

strip with a srnaU hoie alZoWj.ng the electron beam to enter.

Electricai insulation between the sarnple and the copper strip
                                                   .wqs. provided by a layer of cellulose acetate tape placed on the

t

strip. This arrangement protects the sarnple frorn breakage with-
                          'out ' undue therrnal insulation. .The Hall coeEficient and. conductivity
were mea'sured over a temperature range'frorn 800K to 4000K prior •

to irradiation.

     The irradiation was rnade along a <lll> axis of the crystal
                                  'swith 1.5MeV electrons frorn a Van de Graaff accelerator. The beam
             .    'intensity was o.s pA/cm2 or 4 vA/crn?. These specimens were '
                                  i
rnounted on a float so that they were kept at the surface of

                            -- i5 -.



liquid nitrogen regardless of the level of the coolant in the
  '
box. These arrangernents are shown in Fig. 1. After the irradia-

                    -1tion was done to a half of total doset the sample was turned

inside out and the opposite side of the sample was irradiated

at residual dose. The ,total dose ,of irradiation ranged from
7.s Å~ ioi4 to 2.6 Å~ zoi6 eiectrons/cm2. choice of the totai

dose was made in connection with the mppurity concentration and

                                     ttother requirements of the study. ' '

'2) Method of Measurement
                                                         '
     The nature of radiation-induced defects in p-type gerrnanium
                           .was studied with the measurement of Haii voltage and conductivity.
The magnitude of Lhe,Hall voltage is a measure of the free carrier

concentration.66) The fxee caryier concentration is the aigebr'aic

surn of the concentration of the various charge centers. A
                                    'measurement of the carriqr concentration gives direct information
                                                                'of .the coneentration of crystal defects. The Hall coefficienti
 1-.

RH is reiated to the carrier concentration for intrinsic material
by t'
                                                               '                                                     '                        '        '
                         2'2 .                3T PVh 'p nVe
                                     (e. s. ul (1)          R=           H sec (pvh+nve)2 " ,
                           '                    '                                       /twhere n : the electron concentration •
             .
         p : the hole concentration

        Ue : the eZectron rnobiZity
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          Uh : the hole rnobility

           e : the charge of eXectron

     For a sample in the extrinsic condition
                       '                                           '        '              • 3T          RH " Å}-{Rtsq;;i-c -, (e. s• u.,) ' , (2)

where pi refers to the concentration of the excess carriers and

the sign is + for p-type and - for n--type.. Then, the excess

carrier concent' ration is given by '' • '
          pi= 7'38ki i,Oi8 (cm-3) ,. ' (3?
                     '                                                          'where RI, is Hall coefficien :grepresented by practical unit and '

it has relation RL =.9X IO• RH• •
     Measurements of the Hall voltage and conductivity were

made by using an integxating digital voltmeter, and the magnetic

field strength for tbe Hall measurements was 500 oersted. The
                                              '.ternperature of the srnall furnace used for the annealing was

electricalZy controiled to Å}IOK with a chromeZ-constantan
th' e"rrnocoupie and an electronic controiier. The schernatic

representation of, temperature controlled furnace and the block

diagrarn of controlling circuit is shown in Fig. 2. Isochronal
                                                             '
anneals of 20 min were made at 100K intervals in the range frorn
                                                          ''800K to 4000K. The reference temperature of all measinrements '

                           'was 770K. When filled 'traps were desired, UZumination by a
          '                                                            ,
miniature ,ele'ctric bulb was used. When the annealing was
                                                    '                                  11carried out in the dark, the sarnple;was cooled down to 770K

and the Hali voltage and-conductivSty were measured. Next,
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the traps were filled'by illumination with visible light and

the measurement k`or the traps full condition was made. When

the anneaiing was carried out in visible light, ,the measurements

at 770K could be rnade only for the condition of the filled traps.

According to the requirements of the study, isothermai annealings

 in the dark oac in visible light were also made. rn this case
                                    ' toor 'the reference ternperature of all rr}easurements was 770K.

     The method of the "heating experirnent" is described beZow.
                                                               'This experiment was u,ndertaken with an intention of deterrnining

 level position of the trap. rt can be determined from the

 temperature dependence of the rate of thermal release of electrons

 frorrt the traps. The'procedures are as follows: After a sample

 temperature was set to a predetermined "heating" ternperaturer

 the traps were filled by illumination of visible light. The

moment of turning off iight was taken to be the origin of time

 scale, and the decrease in hole concentrations and conductivity

wa$ measured as a fiunction of time. The heating temperatuxe
'w5s at least iooK lower than that of 'the proceeding annealing

 in otder to avoid undue annealing of the defect. After the

 heating experiment checks were made to insure that the heating

 caused no unwanted annealing. ' .
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g 3. Experiraental Results

          '
X) Zsochronal Annealing

(a) Gallium-Doped Germanium
                     '     A study oE the 20 minute Å}soch'ronal anneals in'the temperature

xange 800K to 4000K was made at 100K intervaZs. A.typical result
                     'of 20 minute isochronal anneaXs on the carrier concentration of

gaUium-doped sample is shwon in Fig. 3. The initial carrier
concentration of this sampie was 2.2 Å~ ioi4 /crn3 and it decreased

to i.s Å~ ioi4/cm3 aft,er irradiation of 2.i Å~ ioZ5 eiectronslcm2.

                                                               'This indicates that the dominant effect of the 770K electron •'
                birradiation is introduction of net donors.
                                                '                                                  '                                               s     The annealing was perEormed in the dark. The curve plotted
                               'with biack dots was obtained after recooling to 770K in the

darkt while that pXoted by circles •was obtained at 770K after
                                                              'Ulumination by visible iight. From this figure, it is evident

that thexe are five anneaMng stages in this temperature range.
 t     Stage Z is in the range 800K 'V l400K; stage Zr is in the ''

i500K "u 1700K range; stage ZIX is in the 2200K N 2700K raNgel

stage IV is in the 3300K "u 3700K xange; and stage V is above

                                                     L
     The mobility is"calculated from Haii coefficient and

conductivity by the relation

                                            '        u(crn2/volt. sec.) = lRLI(cni3i!coul.)'a(1/ohrn-cm)
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!,.2.iE.,,,,.e..,.re v is HalZ mobility, RL is HaZl coGfficient and u is
 , s, t-
'.. ,IL"`.v,R' '

c nductivity. The change in mobiMty during the annealing is
''

shQwn in Fig. 4.

     The carxier concentrationi decreased in the first staget or

uisi'o=her words the stage is reverse annealing stage. The stage
    '
is considered to be associated with emptying oi electron traps

since illumination after recooling to 770K reestablishes the
                                      .
                                                             'near original value. When the measurernen't was done after

recooling to 770K in the dark, remarkabie decrease in mobility

was observed. This indicates that the dec.rease in hole concentra-

tS'bn is accompanied by an increase in scattering center density,
re"ft.er.

which is expected Eor the reiease of minority carriers frorn
F

traps. This sampie shows conversion ixom p- to n-type at the

end of this stage (@ mark shows the eie.ctron concentration),

suggesting that this stage is to be inter`preted not mereiy as

a release of electrons from ".he traps but to include additional

fqrmation of shallow donor l.rvels by sc:?ae rcearrangernent of defects.

The type conversion was obsercved to be mox'e pronounced and to
    'cover a wider temperature range in heavily irradiated specimens.

     rn stage I:, the total donor dens:Lty decreased and the traps
t-1" '

began to disappear. Mobility also recovered.

     :n stage Z:T, the traps were complfftely annealed and the

dqnor density. i'ncreased once again. MobUity with traps ernpty

showed little change in this stage, whe"reas mobility with traps

fuZl decreased untiZ it coincided with tlnat with traps ernpty.
                    '
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This suggests that the tTaps were transformed into stable

donors which in their ionized stage scatter carriers as

effectiveiy as the Eormex ernpty traps. SimiXar isochronal
annealings were made on sampies containing 3.1 Å~ lo13 and .

3.s Å~ xoi5 atoms/cm3 of,ganium. on comparing the isochronai

anneaiing curve of the sarnpie containi,ng 3.i x iol3/cm3 gailium

atorns with that in Fig. 3, it is easUy understood that this

stage is much less pronounced in a crystaZ with less impurity'

concent=ation. The annealing behaviors in the other stages

axe a]-rnost the sarne as shown in Figs. 3 and 4. The sampie of
x""ig. 3 received 2.i Å~ ioi5 eiectrcons/cm2 and the other one

was irradiated to i.s Å~ ioi5 eiectrons/cm2. Totai irradiation

doses for these specimens axe not much different. Accordingly
                                         'the difference in iTnpurity concentrations of these samples is

considexed to be responsible for the difference in annealing

behaviours of stage :U.,MLhe fu-ct nhatt- stage rZ: decreases

ip importance with decreasing gaUium concentration indicates

that this stage may have sorne connectioh with a gallium-defect

compiex.
                   '                                                     '     Xn stage ZV an increase in donor.concentration or a

decrease in acceptor density uTas oioserved. rn this seage toor

type conversion was obsexved in heavily irradiated specimens.

     Xn stage V annealing of donors seerins to be occurring and

nearly compXete recovery of the hole concentration occurs.
                                   F     rn order to explore the effects of charge states to the
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caz,]neai.ing processes, the annealing in visibie light and the

am>eitXing in the dark were studied. Mg. 5 shows the result

oE this isochronal annealing. When the sampie was annealed
                                                         ',i.n the 800K N ilOOK .range under iliumination in the lst' step,
                    `
the canvierc concentration increased and this can be attributed
                                                          '
tc• "L'he stage XX. The ternperature where the stage TX begins

in the daxrk is aboutei500K. Xt is concluded that the temperature
:" ox the stage Ir was lowered by illumination with visible iight.
                .
ptthftev 'this steo., the anneaiing in the 800K rv i500K range in the
                                               ,
da.x'k wa.tt d'one andi the decrease ofi carrier concentration which

lxas bo"on cal:Led as stage I was observed. This suggests that

iche e{efect asseciatGd with the annealing of stage Zr becornes

                                                  '"u' r)sted')le wi'ken it captures eiectron. '

     ptg. 6 shows the result of isochronai anneals in visible

licjht Åí'<>x' "L-lhe stage .'.IX. The staq.e IrZ couid not be observed

'sc':>x.r esxrnein'.li.img beiow 2200K in the dark, but it was observed in

the &nrsealing at 2000K under Ulutrnination with visible Zight.

     "Tempera't• ure dependence of carrier concentration was rneasured
aft;esc thsochronal anriealing to 2800K, 3300K and 4000K in the

dcax]< as shown in Fig. 7. Posttion of the radiation-induced

donoy :t.evel can be obtained frorsn the measurernent. [rhe level

positton was determined by the next equation. After irradiation,

                                                     'iche cancnieir concentration nA is represented as •
             .                                      '                                    .                              '          nA=NA pt Z.ND:• • ,.' (i)
                                          '                               '
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where NA is the initiaX carrier concentrationt,, NDi is the doner
concentration generated by irradiatign and ND: lil,,p the concentra-

i.]!/"f:.f.thi.l.O]9r,tla!.:iS,ieiilillri:. 'he reiation of \2,;;,..q..

 . ' EF=Ev+kur ln Nv/nA (i",).
where EDi is the position of the donor Zevel introduced by the
deÅíect, y is the ratio of the stati's, ticai weight of the vacant .

state to that of the occupied stage, Ev is the top of the valence

b..a"ddkvki!St:2Zl:::2ri'.:iO:"gt.a:i'.T.ll:.gh:.:/Ls2$;g.l,:::pe.r.ature •

          Nv = 4.s3 . Iozs pu (-IIIif5..• )?'. Tg•1 cm3'.

                               -..
The nmber of donors which has not released electronSX,is put

ND2•-. Then,

      . ND2.mNDi-ND:,. (iV)-
Frorn the eqs. (i>(ii)(iii) and (iv),.the foiiowing equation can

be deduced;
                  o'         'nA' NNDi =yNv exp.(Ev -EDi) !kT. (v)'

            .Di
                • - ''3
As

 Nv is proportzonal to T:; r the pasition of the donor level
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                                               o 3-
is

 ' 9a,lculated by the slope o,E a plot of ln(nA'::i, TT'7)'vS

reciprocal temperature. Sthen the condition of pA<<NA is
                                                '                   ttSatiSfied, .Xhi2 :g•gV.p>:IEavn 2eEgi.ltlelTi[ a famiiiar form,•N. (s)

                     ,3 '                            --, .The siope of a plot of ln(nAT 2) vs reciprocai ternperature when

nA is smaZi enough indicates the energy'  ievel. Erom the curves
    'of Fig. 7, it can be concluded that 9, donoF level at Ev + O.08eV

exists after annealing at 2800K, which cannot be seen after
      '                                                          'completion gf the annealing up to 4000K. The impurity,eoncentra-
tion of chis sarnpie was i.2 Å~ ioi4 atoms/cm3. rn the case of '

                                     'crystai with iess impurity concentration, s.o Å~ ioZ3 atorns/cm3,.

                                                      'the donor level Ev + O.08eV was not observed after annealing
      'to 2500K where the traps had been annealed out.

(b) Zndium-Doped Germanium - , . .
Jt. t                         t t tt  '• The result oE isochrenal anneals on the indium-doped sampie
    i
iS shown in Fig. 8. The specimen was irradiated to the total
dose •of i.s Å~ ioi6 eiectrons/cm2. From this figure it is evidept

that th.ere are four anneg.-i..ing"..F.,Y.4,gg,s in the indium-doped sample.

An annealing stage corresponding to the stage rV o'f gallium-
                    'doped sample could not be observed in this case, but a stage
                                     '                                                              '                                                  'corresponding to stage V began at about 3600K. rt is also evident
    'that the difference between curves represented by black dots
                               'and circles are caused by trapping.
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     Fig. 9 shows the result oE a series of isoehrenal anneais

repeated alternatively under illumination and in the dark. .

i.:cgi:is\2 :2.;fi:i:gs,2g.:ozK,;,IRol: i:.t2e..:a::i.ilg;:srmigglK.

The measurernents were made at the rbference ternperature of 770K

                              :afteur illurnination with visibie light (with traps ,full),' The.'
                                           'lst step of the annealing curve merely, means that the stage X.
                             '                                                           'is beginning regularly. When the .sample was annealed at 1100K'

and i200K under iUumination in the 2nd step, the carrier

concentration evidently increased and this can be attributed
                                                   'to the stage Xr. The temperature whdSie the stage :T begins in

the dark is about 1400K. The difference in the temperature

r.ange means that the temperature for the stage rr is iowered

by illumination with visibleL''iight'. Zn other words, for the
                                                          '                                               'case of indx'um doped sarnple togt, the defect associated with the
                                                    'stage rl becornes unstable under illumination as was the case
                                 'for galliurn doped. After thiS process, when the sample was

'

annealed at 1100K and 1200K in the dark again, the carrier

concentration decreased. This is stage r. The stage : is
                       'observed after annea,1ing at l20eK in visible light! Considering

from the fact that the temperature where the stage I is finished

is 12QOK N 1300K, the decrease in carrier concentration by '
                   'anneaiing at llOOK in the dark suggests that the defect which
                                t.is anneaied in the stage Z in the qark was not annealed in the

                                  i•anneaXing at 1200K in the light. ' Xn other words,, the defect is
                               '                               ...
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hardly annealed when it captures an ,electron. .
                                             t/                                  '     The result of simiiar experiments on the stage :U is shown

                   -t t tin Fig. 10. The stage XXI could not be observed by annealing to
                                                            '                       '2200K in the dark, but it was obse ryed att1900K in the anpealing

under iZlumination. When tlje anneaiing was carried out in '  .,,,,.

vis' ibie light, the stage IZT was' finished at 2400K while it
                 'was tinished at 2700K in the dark. rs.o. chronal annealing curves

of the rnobUity obtained by annealings under iilumination and
                                               ',in the dark indicate that the mobility recovers in the stage
                             tttwhere the carrier concentration inctdases and rnobility decreases

                                    'in the stage where 9he carrier concentration decreases.' .

     Xn order to study the effect of impurities in detaiZ, '

                        .tisochronal anneais on speciiuans of gallium-doped and indiume

doped were perÅíorrned after they were exposed to exactly the
same dose s.o Å~ lo15 eiectrons/cm2., The gallium•-doped sarnPle •

has the inÅ}tiai carrier qoncentration of i.7 Å~ ioi4/cm3 whereas

                                                       'th.e indium-doped sarnple has 6.o Å~ lo14/am3. The' resuk is ' r'
I

shown in Fig. U, where unannealed fraction f(p) is plotted
                          'against tefupexature..f<ip) is repxesented as

                  po -' pt
          f(P) " po r P.

where po is Yhe initiaZ car=ier concentration, pr is the carrier
                                            s                                       '                                  'concentration after ir=adiation anq, pt is the carrier.concentra-

tion after annealing. The gallium-doped sarnpZe showed reverse
                               '                                     '
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annealing to about 140g, while indium•-doped sarnple went up to

about 220g•. Considering fxom the figure shown in Fig. X2, it

can be concluded that the stage Z oE gallium--doped specimen
                                   'has mo dependency on irnpurity coneen,tration. Hence, the
                                                          '                                 4-idifference in the amount of stage X between these two samples
                               ttt tshould be attributed to the difference in species of the
                                                 'dopants. The conclusion is that thq ip,dium-doped sample
          'shows TrLuch pxonouneed stage r annealing than gallium•-doped.

2) Xsothex'rnai Heating
                                             '     'ro explorce the position of the trapping level, the experi-
                           ,                                                             'ment of the isothermal heating was q.one. The electrons being '/
captured at the trapping level can b,g thermally reieased to the

conduction band, when the sample is heated to an appropriate

temperature. The probability that an electron excites thermally

'to conduction band pex second, is given by , •
                                                        '                                         '                                                          '                                    '             ' ti               ee =v exp (-E[D/kT> (6)
                                                          '                    '                                   tt                                 '                        ttwhere v is the fr' equency to escape from the trap, ET is the
                                          'position of Ltrapping level from the conduction band, k is the
                                   '                                               'Boltzmann copstant and T is the abso;ute teMperature.• The time.

                       t .trate ,of tle excitation of electrons• to the conduction band is '

g.iven by

                             '               - ge =nv exp (-ttT 1 kT) (7)
                                                             '
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where n is the number of electrons•being trapped. The EolZowing

equation cqn be written from eq. (7);

                                   '
            '           • in n=vt exp ( --ET / kT ).

'"his equat'ton can be deEorrned as
                       -.
 '                               '                          '               ln n= ctt. ' (8) ' -                            '              '                 tt
where or =rw- v exp ( --Eg] 1 kff1 >. [Phe position of the trapping

level E.,... c&'n be determined from the temperature dependence of
                  '                                    '                  'the utme rdi1.e of release of eiectrons. The results of isothermal

heattany on q. aak2.iur,n--doped sample are shown in Fig. Z3. After

                                                              'the scan,ple. had been annealed to Z5 9.0,.K., the temperatu.re dependence

ef thc: {:.iiaG xrainc-. oÅí reiease of electrons at 125Q, i300 and 1400K

              . t/wexe obsex'vec].. Xt was, as.sumed thaY/ no annealing of defects '

occurcx"edi c-Ivi.tln.". these heatings. This assumption was justified

                            'by c•c>nnti.r-,xiÅ}ncJ ut,ta-  ic the ca.F.rier csncentration at 770K before and

g;,lgi,lf'e'.,,,ii..,ll,g.Gr.:;,:im::gs,.go,ln:is;g..\iggk2.x2;.::•gfigi::n;el,

befere and a.x-ter heatings. Frorn this experiment the position

of thj]inth, 'L'rapv,ing ieveX was estimated to be O.i6eV below the

                                        'conductien bax"kttt. `rhe experimental resuit .which leads Ye this

value is' s3howi in Fig. 14. Fig. 15 ,shows that the release of

eiectz"ous fxomJ this trae. at 1400K oould not be observed after
              .anneaiing to 2000K. This shows that:,these tra ps were destroyed
after annealing to 2000K. However the curve in Fig. 3 indicates
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that trapping centers are still pTesent in the crystal. !Vhe•

temperatur.e where aXZ of the traps disqpp.ear is ,2700K at the

end of stage IU. Now the question arises what is the trapping
                                 kcenter remaining. Anothex experirnent was made to empty the

temaining traps by isothe]rrnal heatings at 170QK,and 2000K,

after the sample was isochronally annealed to 2300K. The
resuZts are shown in Fig. I6. When' atample is heated at
1700K qfter isochronql annealing to 2300K, the darrier concen-

txation of the sample decreased indicating tha,t electrons were

released frorn the deep trap at this temperature. When the

sarne saraple was kept at 2000K, no e4ectrons were released frorn'
               .the tFaps. '  These observations were confirrned on two samples
                                  ,1containing different concentrations of gallium. .This is under-

2X:2dg2i2.if,;h.;,2.g,Si::e2,Og."29,f:rllk,i:gge.i2,i2W;g.i2ig.•

aY 2000K..The Fermi level is calculated from the equation

                                                       '          '                                                      '          p= Nv exp`{ (Ev - 4) / kT} '

                              .3 3          Nv ".'4'83 Å~ 1015 ' (M-,,P)7 ' Ti2i / cm3

                      '
where•p is the carrier concentration, c is the Fermi level posi-

tion,IEv is the top bf the valence band, k is the Boltzmann

censtantr m i.s the mass of free electronr mP is the effective

mass of hole and T is the absolute temperature. From the posi--

tion of the Ferni level at these temperatures,,the deep level
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was concluded to lie in the .neighborhood of Ev + O.16eV. After

annealing at 2700K, no electrons were released frdm the traps

by ipotherma,1 heating' at.1700K suggg,sting that the deep traps,

                                 'had begn qgstroyed. • This is in gopg, agxegrnent ..with the result

shown in Fig. 3. The exisVence ofl'thes.e two trapping levels
is considered tot be consistent whth "'the resuztg' obtained bY''

Klontz4) and whitehouser8).'sirnizar he4ting' eX;periments to

      '                                          'those 4carried 6ut on ij, allium-doped sttmples were made to deter-

mine tlihe level pgsition of the traPpi/lng center on indium-doped

sarnpies. Z>fter the sarnple had been 'iannealed to 1500Kt the

                                         '                                  '              'temperature dependenc,e of time rate of release oE eZectrons
                                                    'at ZZ09, 1.200, 1300 and 1350K were:9,Pserved. Position of the

shaZlony, trapping levg..1 was found t,9/ gbe O.10eV Pg,low the conduc•-

tion  b4nd from t.he sZope of Zines Shown in Figtr •i7. As shown

in Fig. 18, this trap decreases in strength with isochronal
                                              ,annealing in the range i500K N 2500K, and is completely destroyed

afS.er annealing to 27,OOK. When annealing was done under illumi-

 L, •natio4, by visible light, the EcX- O.10eV leveZ was removed at ,
     '    '2300K. This result is shown in Fig. 19.•The temperature where

the stage =r began was lowered too. These facts suggest that '
               'the ampeals in this temperature range are greatly affected by

charge;,state of the defects.

  ' .On aluminum doped sarnpie, the, temperature dependence of
the time xate of' release of eZectro"s from traps at 90e, 950,.

                                   +tt                                              'XOOO and llOOK were ineasured after the sample had been annealed
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to 1300K and the position of the trapping level was found to

be O.:1 eV below the conduction band.,
  '
        '
   '3)'' rsothermal AnneaZing

.h...I",.;gdXg.gO.lgV.eg:iZg."2.2a,C:.:11•gg.:,:.g?ta//i•'.i:2,th:,r:ai

energy levei position on the gallium-doped samp'le, teraperature

'" dependence of carrier coridentrat'fon after successive annealings

at 2300K in the darKiwas Tneasured. The resuZt is shown in Fig.

 20. Xn a curve plotted after 6 min anneal with traps empty,

a step in carrier concentration at about . 6 in abscissa is evi-

dent. This step was found to be caused by a Zevel at abeut

 O.16 eV above the valence band, and the Zevel is considered to
be present prior to the anneal since;Ithe step in the curve after

 100 min',shows little ctifference frotn that after 6 min. This

Xevel is ap.parently associated with the trapping level because

it w"g..s not evident under illumination by visible iight and fur-
th6rmore, it was removed simply by eontinuing the anneaiing at •

the same temperature. ,The position of this levei could aZso

be determined by the isothermal heating experiment after the

shallow traps have been removed by annealing at 2000K.. The '

value so obtained agreed exactly with that descri'bed above.

[Dhe decrease of caTrier concentration below 1000K is considered

 to be caused by a donor Zevel lying O,.08 eV above, the valence
                                     t
bandr Ternperature dependence oE mobility with traps full after

                           '
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successive annealings"at 2300K is shown in Fig.'21. The decrease

in mobility at low temperature can be caused bY the ionized

Ev + O.08 eV center. From the figure it is conqluded that the
                                                             '                                                      'Hdensity of this XeveZ increases-as.anneaiing proceeds. As men-
tionedi previousiy, the Ev + O.08 eV cannot be detected in the '

                                 ttsarnple that contains iittle gallivum. Hence, the forrnation of

Ev + O.08 eV level is not necessarily gccompanied with the dis-

                                                           'appearance of Ev + O.16 eV level. Though in gallium-•doped '
                                  /tsample a level at Ev + O.08 eV was•observed to forrn in stage
ZIXt a' level corresponding to this level was not observed in

indium-•doped sample. The energy level scherne obtained in this

investigation on a ggllium-doped sarnple is summarized in Fig.

22. [Phe trapping ievels at Ec ---O.16 'eV and Ev + O.16 eV exist

after isochronal anneal to l500K. The Ec - O.16 eV level dis-

appears after isochronai anneal to 2ZOOK. AEter isochronal
                                                          'anneal to 2700K, the Ev + O.l6 eV level disappears and Ev + O.08
             'eV-level is formed. Frorn Figs. 3 and 8 it is evident that the

anneaiing mechanism of txaps in stage XII is different between

galliurtt,-doped sample and indÅ}um--doped sample. rn the course
                                               '
of the annealing stage Xrr of the sarnpZes containing more than
lol4 galzium atoms/cm3, the carrier concentration did not change

with t/raps empty but decreases with traps fuil. When the sample

was annealed Yo 2700K, the carrier concentration with traps fuil

coincided with that with traps ernpty. But, for the sample con-
taining oniy 3 Å~ ioZ3 gauium atorns/crn3, .the carrier concentra-
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tion with traps fuil d 4...-n.g.Y. .g.pa.pge.and that with traps empty

                                          'increased to coincide each other. Considering the'se behaviours
                                                                'together with the fact that the Ev +iiO.08 eV level was not forrned

in a sample with $maU gallium concentration, the decrease in
                                   'carrier concentration with traps full Cor the sarnple with higher
                          'galZiurn concentration can be attributed to the formation of

Ev+O.08 eV level. .,1 , '
                       t/ ' For the case of indium-doped salnple the carrier concentra--
tion ok indium-doped 'sample with tiaps empty inl6reased and that

with traps full decreased. The increase in cakrier concentra-

tion with traps empty, indicates the decrease of total donor

density in this stage. The decrease of carrier concentration
with traps full sugge,sts the Eormati' on of new donor level. The ,
                                 'same resuZts were observed on aluminum•-doped sample with impurity
concentration i.'2 Å~ ioi6 atoms/crn3 in stage i:r. To study the

                                  '                                                                '                                              tcorrelations between annihilation of traps and formation of donors

in. detail, an isothermal annealing in the dark at 2500K was
•:

'made on indium--doped Sample. The result is shown in Fig. 23.

The tatio of the number of disappeared traps te that of newly

Eormed donors in this experirnent was calculated to be three to

two. This ratio was the same as that obtained for isochxonaZ
     '
annealings of the same stage. Another series of work were made

to study the .activation energies, kinetics and freguency factors

of the stages I, IrX and V. The acVivation energy can be deter--
                                   /mined from eq.(9). ivhe time rate of the change in defect con-
                               '
                                '                              '  '      tt                                tt                  '



centration can be expressed by the sirnple equation

                d,", = -''i' (i )il' L-' 'L"i5 ('n) K.e "'Ea/k[V q)

where n is the fractional concentration of the defect, F(n) is

any cortitinuous Åíunction oÅí n, k is the Bolezrnann eonstant, T is

the absoiute temperatute, t is annealin'g time and K is the char-

acteristic rate constant, which can be separated into a pre-expo-

nentiai constant Ko and an exponential'involving the activation
                                                        '
energ

\ of the process, Ea. Suppose 'that the isothermal anneal--

ing curves have been determined experimentally at several tem-

peratures on a set of identical samplest i.e.t samples contain-
                                             'ing the same initial ' concentration of defects no. Xn this case,

eq.(i),is formalXy integrable to giVe ,, 1 ',''

                    t '''                                              ', i -.f:g FSII) -- K.te-Ea/k[V .' . ai) ./'
               '
Different times and tempe.r.atures needed to reach the value nl

are therefore related by ' the equation

                                                          '               t e-Ea/kT = const. . '' (9) '
                              '              '
[Vhen the value of activation energy Ea can be determined frorn

the siope oi the curve ln t vs 1/T. Fxom three isothermal
                                                             '                                        '
anneaXings made at 850, IOOO and l2,O,OK in the daxk, the activa-
      /                           tttion energy for stage X was obtaingd to be O.10 eV as shown in
     'Fig. 24. rn Order to investigate the stage XZZ of gallium-doped

sample, four isotherrpal anneaiings were made at 2300, 2350, 2450

and 2500K. in the dark. Fig. 25 shows the temperature dependence
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of the time for 50g anneal, and from these data the activation

energy wasicalculated to be O.38 eV with traps empty. The
       'isothermal annealing curves in visible light are shown in Fig.

26. The pararneter f(p) was calculated frorn the foilowing formula

                tt                                tt       ' f(p)= '; a. !;t. '' .. .
'

      '
                                 ,l:. -where pa is the carrier concentrat4d,n at the end of the sta'ge,

pt is the carrier concentration after annealed for tirne t and

pr is the carrier concentration befpre annealing of the stage.

From Fig. 27 the activation energy for the traps full condition

was obtained to be O.23 eV on gaUiurn--doped sample. Similar

experiments were made on indiurn-doped sarrtple. From five isother-

mal annealings made at 2250, 2300,,2350, 2400 and 2450K in tbe

dark, the activation energy for traps empty was obtained to be

O.69 eV as shown in Fig.,28. Four isothermaZ anneaZings of

indium-doped sarnples were made at 2000, 2050, 2100 and 2200K
:

in visible light. Frorn these data the activation energy was

found to be O.l5 eV as shown in Fig. 29.,Stage Ur exhibits
                    'markedly different aetivation energies, depending upon whether

the traps are empty or full on gallium-doped or indium-doped

                                 '
                    t     The resu.lts of galliurn-`doped sqmple in stage V are shown

in Figs. 30 and'31. Fig. 30 shows the isothermal anneaiing
                                  'curves at 3800, 3850, 3900 and 4000K. Fig. 32 tshows the
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temperature dependence of the tirne,for 50g annq'al. The activa-

tion energy for the stage V was calculated to be 1.2 eV for '

gallium-hdoped sample. Sindlar isothermal annealings were rnade

at 3600, 3650, 3700, 3750 and 3900K, for indiurn.doped sarnples,

and the activation energy was obtained to be l.6 eV as shown

in Fig. 32. •               '     Another information can be obta'ined frorn isothermal anneals

as to the nature of the anneaiing. One of the best clues to

determine the nature of the annealing process is the order of

                       tttl.2edg"t".e..alkggd rfe..afitlflg'.q:2et..gxder of the anneaiing reaction

                                            '                                 '
                                  '                                             ..                                                  '                            '               -gde-t=Kpy , • (lo)

''

                               '
where p is the carrier concentrationr K is a constant and y is

the o;der of the reaction. For a case in which y is unity, a
       .
piot of log p vs time for isothermal annealing will give a

straight line. For other value of y, a piot of log p vs log

(tirne) will yield a straight line of slope 1/(1-y). The orders

of reactions were determined by using eq.(iO) for the stages

XrX and V. It was found that the kinetics for the stage III

is ist order and that for the stage V is 2nd order. Another

usefui clue to determine the model of the anneaiing is the

analysis of t.he pre-exponential facVors. Using the value of

activ f tion energy and isothermal anp, ealing curves, the frequency

factorv is calculated from the eguation -
                               '                    '
                                  '
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               T= v-i•exp (' :\> (li)
                                     '               '
                       'where T is the relaxation time of anrineaiing, Ea is the activa-

tion energy, k is the Boltzrnann constant and [V is the ab,solute

eernperature. The frequeney iaceox for the stage :ZZ was calcu-
lated to be s Å~ zo4/sec'  with traps empty and 4 Å~ ioZ/sec with

                'traps fulZ for galiium--doped sample,iwhile for indium-doped
sarrtpie these vaiues are l Å~ ioi2 /see'with traps empty and 3/sec
with traps fuzl. The frequency factor in the stage v is 1 Å~ lo12

/sec on gallium-doped and l Å~ IOi8/sec on indium-doped sample.

The obtained freguency factors are much different from each i

other depending on irrlpurities. These-results are shown in•

Table X. !Vhe discussion of preTe, xponential factors can be
                        'iead to the estimation of nurnber of sinks. ThSs will be '

discussed Zater.
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g 4. Discussions
  '
          -t
1) Annealing of Stage Z (800K N 1400K)

     This work has been undertaken to investigate the annealing

behavior of the defects, produced by l.5MeV electron irradiation

in p-type germanium. Xn this work, it was revealed that thexe
                                                 'are five annealing stages in the temperature range 800 N 4000K.
           'Each stage wUl be discussed separatelY beZow. `
                                   '     The obtained informations about stage I can be summarized

as foilows:
                              '                        tt                    '
(i) The carrieac concentration, conductivity and mobility de-

creases in the stage and the decreases enhance the radiation

induced changes. Namely the stage ls reverse annealing.

!Vhe results are shown in Figs. 3, 4 and 8. The decrease in

carrier concentration and mobility after traps are filled by

i:lumination suggests that new donor level is formed on anneal-
                        'ip,g.r The decrease in carrier concentration measured after re-
 ,cooling to 770K in the dark shown by black dots in the figures

is mainiy due to the therrnal release of electrons frorn the traps.

The defect center acting as an effective electron trap should

be muXtiply charged positive. In the simplest case i.t x's as-

sumed to be doul)le charged positive at therrnal equilibrium and

,single, charged positive with traps full. Then the hole concen-•

tration p is represented as

                      '
               Pe = na + NA - ND ' 2NT <traps ernpty)
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                Pf = na + NA - ND - NT (traps fuii)
                      '          -t                                                      ,where na is the initial carrier concentration, NA is the con-

centration of radiation induced acceptors occupied by electFons,

ND is the concentration of radiation induced donors and NT is

the concentration of traps. Type conversion from p-type to n-

type at the end of this stage is considered to be attributed

to this donor level and the therma,1.release of electrons frorn

the traps. This stage corresponds to the stage labeled as 2P
by whitehouse8) in his paper. He found that this stage,waS

        '                                             {largely suppressed if the rnetastable states (traps) were emp-

tied by infrared light with hv < E g, where E g was the energy

for tb,e band gap. Upon recoo].ing fr•om 1200K, he also found that
                                   'the post-irradiation hole concentration could be restored by a

short burst of ionizing radiation. ,This behavior is sirnilar

to that shown in Figs. 3r 4 and 8 where the carrier concentra-
                        'tion was restored upon illumination by visible light in the

ternperature acange below 1400K. Whitehouse rnerely reported that
                             'the acCivation energy for the process was O.l6eV. rn the present
investigation it was established that the phertornenon should be '

attributed to the thermal release of electrons from traps. The
                                                    '
position of the trapping level responsible for the phenomenon

was fpund to be Ec - O.l6eV as shown in Fig. 14 which was drawn
in the heatin' g experiments. The depth of the trapping level

coincides to the value of the activation energy reported by
'
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Whitehbuse.
                                    '   '
(2) The defect which ,anneals in the stage Z is ,more stabZe when

it captures an electron.
                                                             '                        jZn order to study the,effects of charge states on the an'neal,ing'

processes, the annealing in yisible light and the annealing in

the dark were rnade. rn the study, iC was revealed that the

defect which anneals in this stage is m.ore stable when it cap-

tures an electr6n. The .results a=e shown in Figs. 5 and 9.
                                    '                                                        35)Similar phenomenon haS been reported on n-type germanium.

rshino and Mitchell reported that the defects which captured
electrons remained stable until 650K) while without electrons,

they were annealed oUt at 300K. This annealing stage at 650K

has been considered to be the recombination of vacancy-inter-

stitiai f ciose pairs.7) 3i) Here, it.is to be no,ted that the

                                                           '650K stage in n-type is normal recovery, but the stage X in

p-type materiai is reverse annealing. Hence, the annealing

meqhanisrn of the stage I in p--type rnaterial need not necessariiy
 :                                                          'be the same as that of the 650K stage in n--type materiaZ.

(3) The change in elect4cal properties in this stage is larger

for indium-dopea" sample than for gallium-doped. To study the

effect of impuritÅ}es on annealing, isochronal annealings of

galliurn-doped sample and indium-doped one were made after they

were eKposed Ro exactly the same dose. Irnpurity concentration
of the ganium--doped sarnple was i.7 Lx ioi4 atoms/cm3 and that

                                   /of the indium-doped one was 6.o Å~ lo'14 atoms/crn3. on cemparing
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the annealing curves of carrier concentration, i,t is easiZy
                                   'understood•that gaUium-doped sample showed reverse anneaZing

                    -tto l4006 as represented by the fraction unannealed defined in
                                                             '                        ,                                                      'section 3--1), whUe indiurn-doped went up to about 220g. These '
                                                        '                                                             'results are shown in Fig.'11. Now•the question arises what
                           .                                                              'is the cause of the difference in the amount oE reverse anneal-
 '
ing of these specimens. The amount of ,reverse annealing for

galZium-doped sample is independent of impurity concentration
over a range of 3 Å~ ioi3 "v s Å~ ioi5 atoms/cm3 as shown in Fig.

i2. Hence, the difference in impurity concentration between
                                             /gallium-and indiurn-•doped sarnples cannot be the cause. Accor.d-

ingiy the difference should be attributed to some difference
in chaxacter of g5nium and indium agorns. mTata et ai.67)

studie,d the annealing of electron irradiated silicon and the

dÅ}fference in annealing behavior was•analyzed in terms of im-

purity atom size. The covalent radius of the gallium atom is

1.26A, that of indium atorn is 1.44A whereas that of gerrnanium
 t            oatom is, l.22A. Here, it is worth while to refer to the work
of Wrian.U) She irradiated an oxygen-doped germanium with elect-
      '        'rons of 2MeV at 250K and found that some association containing

vacancy is formed at 600 N 700K. The association was .transformed

into gerrnanium A-center (vacancy--oxygen compiex) at 800 N 1500K.

[Dhe ternperatuFe range reserrjDles to that of the stage X of this

                                                    t-paper. If the temperature range is ,,that of va,cancy mxgratzon

in germaniumt it is reasonable to take vacancy migration into
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account on discussing models.

     It is very intexesting to note that the indium-doped sarnple

whose dopant has larger atom size than galliurn shows larger

fractionaZ anneal in stage X. Foxmation of E--center Zike (va-

cancy-impurity) association has latger possibility to account

for the observed phenornena. rt is understandable that'the as-

sociation of large impurity atom and a vacancy is favoured from
                                     L                                                  'the standpoint of reiease oE lattic6 strain. ' ''
               .
(4) The activation energy of the stage I was found to be O.Xev

                                              ,
on gallium--doped samples.

     Nowt a tentative model for the stage Z can be proposed.

The defect which migrates in the sgage I can be assumed to,be
vacancy+. The Vact migrates-in the stage r and makes associ-

ation with impurity(substitutional) resulting in an associa-
tion [Vac. • Iinp.(Sub.)]+. This process is expressed in the

following formula.

   -1t, Vact + Xmp.(Sub.)- ÅÄ [Vac'. ' Xmp.(Sub.)]+ + e-'
                                                    '     :
rf this model is ad6pted, the acceptor (Zmp.(Sub.) ) loses its

ability and this causes intrinsic reverse annealing in this

stage. This explains the information (l). The info;rnation (2)
                                  'can be understood by considering Coulomb interaction. When
                                    '                             'the specimen is illuminated by visible iight, the vacancy with
single positive charge will lose its• charge, and the Coulomb

                'interaction between the vacancy and ionized acceptor no more
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exlsts.

     From.the standpoint of release of Zattice strain, the

vacancy will prefer to make association with impurity atom
                                                      ,                              f'of larger size, and this- correspon,ds to the info:rnation (3)..
Thus, this modei is 66nsistent with the informations a), (2),

(3) and (4).
                         '
     rn stage Ir (1500K to 1700K) the .totaZ donor density
                                                       'decreased and the trapping level at Ec - O.l6eV bagan to

annihilate as shown in Fig. 15. When annealing was rnade with

traps full, this stage occurred at rnuch iower temperature.

A modei of the defect associated with this annealing stage is

not yet known.
  '

      '2) ,Annealing of Stage III (2200K N 2700K)

     The annealing of this stage depends on the type of dopant

and impurity congentratiqn. Obtained informations on the stage

X;X..are summarized as follows:
ld) The' amount of this stage is'.dependent on irnpurity concentra-•

tion'
.

     '       '                                                          13The gallium-doped sampZe with irnpurity concentration 5 Å~ 10
atoms/cm3 did not show this stage remarkably, and a donor levei

at Ev + O.08eV was not forrned in th,is sample. This result in-

dicatgs that the Ev + O.08eV le.vel is associated with a complex

                                                'defect' that contains gallium atom.
                                  /l t t(2) For the case of galiium-doped sample, the trapping level at
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Ev + O.Z6eV annihilated and a donor levei at Ev + O.08eV was

forrned in stage IXr. For indium-doped sample, the erapping

ievel at Ec - O.10eV was annealed in this stage.

As shown •in Figs. 7 and i6, the trap that annihilates in this

stage is located at Ev + O.l6eV and the donor level at Ev +

O.08eV is forrned on galiium-doped sample. Neither the Ev +

O.08eV ieveZ nor the decrease of carrier concentration with
                                              '- ttraps full was observed for sarnples with small xmpurzty con-

centration. This resplt indicates that the decrease of carrier
                     'concentration with traps EuU is caused by the forrnation of

the E + O.08eV level. But the carrier concentration with traps
     v
empty did not change. In other words the total donor density
                                                  '
does not change in this stage. This behavior can be explained

as iollows; The trap which is located at Ev + O.16eV and dis--

appears in this stage was transformed into a donor located at

Ev + O.08eV. [Dhis donot qoes not exhibit strong trapping prop-,

erties. On indium-doped sample, the caTrier concentration with
                'traps empty increased and that with traps fuU decreased to

coincide with each other. The incncease of carrier concentra-

tion with traps empty shows the decrease of the total donor

density in this stage and the decrease of carrier conqentra-

tion with traps full indicates the generation of donor ievel.

For the case of indiurn-doped sampie, the Ec - O.10eV trapping
             .Ievei annihiZates and a new donor level was formed in this

                                   1ttstage. But the pos'ition of this donor level could not be
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determined.
                                                        '(3) The defect which anneals in this stage is more unstable
                                                            .                                                   'when it captures an electron.

Stage IIX could not be observed by anneaZing to 2100K in the

dark, but it was observed at 1900K in the annealing under il-
iumination with visible Ught as shown in Figs. 6 and IO. rt

can be conciuded that the defect associated with the stage rlr•
                                      L
                                                            'is more easily annealed when it captures an eZectron.

(4) The activation energy fior the stage rrl is O.38eV with

traps empty and O.23eV with traps fuU on gallium•-doped sarnpLe

and O.69eV with traps empty and O.l5eV with traps full on in-

diurn-doped sample. '
                                                   'These results are shown in Figs. 25 "v 32 and [rable 1. .From

the equation (ll), the Erequency factor was caZcuiated to be
s Å~ lo4/sec for traps empty and 4 Å~ lo/sec for traps fun on

the gaiiium-doped sample. On indium--doped sarnple the values
are l Å~ loi2 /sec for traps empty and 3/sec for traps fuzl.

The annealing kinetics was found to be first order for both .

impurities.

     Considering Erom these observations, a tentative model '

for the defect which is annealed in this stage can be proposed.

The requirernents for the model,are; (a) The defect which is

annealed in the stage must be associated with impurity atom'.
            .
(b) Xt is transformed into a donor which does not exhibit trap-

ping action. (c) Xt becornes unstable when it captures electron.
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and (d) Annealing kinetics is first order. Most likeZy defect
which acco'unts fox- the trapping property is vacancy++ or in-
                                                         'terstitial irnpurity--+. The existance of impurity(Znt.)++ is

expected by an analogy with defect behaviors observed on aiu-
minum--doped siiicon24) and copper-doped germanium.29) if the

trap is the Vac.++ in gallium-doped ox indium--doped sample,

the position of the trapping level and.the value of the acti-
 '

vation energy should nearly be the same. But the inforrnation

(2) and (4) show that the value depends on the dopant impurity.
TruebioodlO) suggested in his electron spin resonance study

that the structure or' this traD.ping center is simple. Judging

from these considerations, it is deduced that the most probabie

model for the trapping center is interstitial impurity with

double plus charge. Xf this is the case, what is the sink of

the annealing? '"'or tirst order decomposition, the eq.(IO) can
                                              t
be written as
                                               '                dn                    =-Kn (i)                dt
                               '

               ". n=Aexp(-Kt) (ii)
wh'ere n is the number of aiefects that anneal in the stage and
A is a constant. g+/ can be written as

                                          E •-ST                g2 =- R zN. v. exp(- akT >. aii)
                          o-
Frorn eqs.(i) and (i"),
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                  n Ea-ST            Kn= N ZNs Vo exp(-- kT )• (iV)
          ,, o
               'Frorn eq.(ii), the relaxaticn tx'rne T is represented as

            T = l/K .

Then the eq.(iv> can be rewritten in the next form

                                    E -S[I]            i/T = Ni. z Ns vo exp (- ak [p ) •

                    o

The equation can be deforrned into the following by using eq.
        '(ll):
                       Al           v 5ii. = z N"Ov exp (-- il )• <i2)
                       so
Average nurnbeT of jumps to reach the sink is

            Nj = vo / vob •exp( fi, ). . ' (l3)

where vob is the obsc,rved L"requency fac"Lor, No is the nurnber

of germaniurn atoms per ux}iL' volurne, Z is the number of nearest

neighbor sites, Ns is the number of s-tnks, vo is the attack

trequency which is comparable to atondc vibrational frequencies,

S is the entropy of activation and Nj is the average number of

jumps to reach the sink. There are two unknown factor in eq.

(l2). They are the nuirloer of sinks Ns and the entropy S. The

activation energy and the frequency factor showed larger vaiues

for indium-doped specimen than for galliurn-doped. This rneans
             .
that the crystals doped with larger covalent radius atorns showed

larger vaiue of activation energy and frequency factor than
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those doped with smaller sized atoms. This tendency is simi-- .
                                 'iar to that observed in the annealing of silicon E-center.67) 68)

mrata et az.69) showed that the anneaiings of E-center in

                    -;sUicon are dependent on irupurity size and the entropy of acti-

vation increases in proportion to the covalent radius of the

impurity atorn. The entropy factor•was experirnentally zero for

the phosphorous impurity which has almost the same atorn size

as silicon.
                                             o     The covalent radius of gallium atorn (1.26A) is not much
                                          odi.fferent from that of germanium atom (1.22A). Accordingly,

when the interaction of the defect and irnpurity atom is as-

sumed, the entropy factor is considered to be srnall enough.

Thus entropy for gallium.doped specimen is assumed to be zero.
using the vaiues Job = s Å~ io4/sec, z = 4, vo = 1 Å~ lo13/sec,

No =• 4,.s Å~ io22 atoms/cm3 and s = o ev/deg, the number of

sinks was calculated with eq.(l2). This leads to the nurnber
of sini<.s oE about x Å~ ioi4/cm.3. T'ne average nurnber of jumps

required to reach the sinks is 2 Å~ lo8. The activation ener-

gy e.` cb,allium-doped sample with impurity concentration 2 Å~
iol5 atoms/cm3 was the same as that foz- the impurity concen-

tMEitio,n of 2 Å~ ioi4atoms/cm3. [rhis indicates that the activa-

tion energy is not dependent on impurity concentration. But,

the frequency factor is dependent on impurity concentration as

discussed below. The observed frequency factor of the sampie
             .that contains 2 Å~ ioi5 impurity atorns/cm3 was ,i.3 Å~ io5/sec.

Xn this case, the concentration of sinks was calculated to be
] Å~ lol5/cm3. The concentration of sinks for the crystal with
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ttt >( ioi"4 imo,urity atoms/cm3 was caicuiated to be io14/cm3. rf

t)nds ,is 't.hd caser the concentration of sinks is of the sarne

<rcie..pt.• as that of gallium atom$ in the crystai. Now a tentative

                                                            'ec>lteeXing rnodeZ for th,e stage X:X can be pxoposed. The defe'ct
   '                                  '                                                              'wntct;• :,"thgrates in this Stage is interstitial. irnpurity atom which

                    t/                                             ++ •cio'ubi,L'e pius charge. [rhe gallium(interstitiaX)                                                makes associa-

ticm with gallium(substitutÅ}onal) resulting in an association '
                                                         '                                                            '[getllium(rnt.) • gaZlium(Sub.)]++. rf this model is adopted,

t,:he infomnation (l) can be understood easily. Experimental

:.res,.wit$ indicate that the complex cannot be a trapping center
               'a.y.iixv Trtoxe, buic is supposed to be a double donor, because the
                    '
caxzrier concentration with traps empty does not change appre-
                                       '                                                   '                            'utab].y during stage IXX. One of the,level of this doubZe donor

ti.s constdered to be at Ev + O.08eV. "ihe results (3) and (4)
                                                     ++ •si-x•v,xv,esic that the migration energy oi the gallium(Int.) is
] tk k'r c.j ex th an t• hat of gallium ( Xnt . ) + . For indi urn-doped sarnple ,

tLl)t"= diS-:.fr--Grence between the acic.tvation energies with traps ernpty

                                                           'ec•i•fR ful, ]he Å}s too large to be reasonably understood as the effect'

c:ausedi by the change in Couiomb intexaction between the two

sc:•nyvonenics of the complex. {rhe diEference in activation ener,gy

.tTt.pt•x di,ÅíÅíerent charge states was obsexved for the migration of

v&kj."a],rcy in st.zicon24) and the interstitial atom in n•-type ger--

         'z?,a;aiuim.34) zn n-type germanium, zizine observed that the mi-

`x,mx•tion energy of the neutral interstitial was O.l5eV while
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that of a positive interstitiai was O.04eV. The proposed modei
                                     ttfor the stage rZX has been thought, otit on the basis of knowl-•
                            '                                    'edges on sUicon and the main flow with this model is t Pat it

requires interstitial gallium to mg,ve in the range 2200K to •

1lgO.i:,:?erg:!.:X2r.Sgltial,2.:iil. i"a•;•,9Xgrn.,i.:,Sig••as2n..:9.;g: n,g:r

germanium and sUicon was observed on the anndaling oE A-cenVer.
                                                    'The A-center begins to anneai at 2600K in gerraanium and at 4700K
                                                              t                        '                                                        'in suicon.7i) Hence the difterence in temperatures gor the ,,

                                             ttraigration of gaZliurn atom in germanium and s"icon is censidered

not tQ be a decisive negative factor of the rnodei. - . '

                    -t     On indium-doped sampie, the same model that Y.he indium(in-
terstitiai)++ migrates a' nd rnakes a cornpiex with indium(substi-• •
                         '                                              tttutional)' is proposed for the anneaiing of the stage :ZX.
                                                          '                           .                                                'From the anaZogy with galZiurn-doped sample, the concentration

of sinks is considered to be of the sarne order as that of in-
                 '                                                       'ttiurn atorns in the crystql. The value bf the entropy was calcu-
Zated to be Z.2 Å~ 10-3ev/deg Eor indium--doped sample.' The tact'

Åéhat ",he stage ZXZ has the first order kinetics is undexstand-
    '                                                          'able because the concentration of the sinks is rnuch greater
                                       'than that of nigrating interstitial irnpurity atom.•.

3) Annealing. of Stage V (3800K N )
                                  '                                 '                '                                  2   . The characteristics of the sta9, e V are as follows :

(l) The carriex concentration and conductivity, restore their

                           '
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preirradiation vaiues in this stage. .
                     '                                                         '                                            '(2) The agtivation energy for the annealing was #ound to be , .
                                 tt t                 '                                            ttl.i,Laiei2yi,lilii:•;SiPt,i#•:igMl•Xi,:,l1.,k:•:•Y,•f:•ggi,:#i;:il,:•y/:Åég;:,e.:,e'

          t tt ttttro yghg.,:eg2".g.o::r.igg 22t.2..l:Pg,rigl; A'6Åít'a'i.3) ..d Higashir

                                                   '                                                  'nakagawa et al.70>. The activation 'epergy obtained by Higashi-

                                 tt                                           'nakagawa for gaUium-doped sarnpie wa,,s 1.4eV and this vaiues is

fairy in good agreement with that obtained in this study. The
frequency factors they observed are s Å~,ioi41sec, and this is .

Xascger than that in this paper by two orders of magpitude. Butl
                                              'the relaxation tirnes T at 4oooK in 6q.(io are s 'Å~ lo2 sec for

                                '                                       .t                                  'both cases. Accordingly the difference between the frequency
                                                    ttfactors can be attributed to the difference in activatSon energy.

     For indium-doped sample, the aqtivation energy obtained '

was i.6eV while that pbtained by Brown et al. was 2.leV and'

that by Higashinakagawa et al. was,•1.0eV. Brown et al•. rnade

the experirnent by using.9he sarnpZe with impurity cencentration

                    - -tl.s'Å~ lo15' atorns/crn3 and-irradiated it at sooK with 1.oMev '

                         '                                  ,elec,trons. Higashinakagawa et al. used the. sample con.taining
                                i7. Å~ ioi4 impurity atomslcrn3 and irradiated it with co60 y-ray

                                                     '      '                               /at 2930K. The gause ef the scattered values has not yet bee.n
              .                                                   'ciarified whether it corries from the z,diEfe F. ence in car=ier con-

centration on the difference in irradiation temperature. No
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difference was observed in activation energies of the samples
                                                            'yixg g.akil"e :s2ge::giag)2:g.s l,lo2sg.yo,::g;mgi-a2.:,egll.#tgmp,

energy and frequency fagtor on imputity atom .size shows"sirnilai

                                                  'tendency as that in the, case of siiicon.69) The cause of the

iayge frequency factor i Å~ ioi82sec for indium-doped sampie

can be explained as follows : The crowqing of the lattice by

the oversized atom couid be relieved by the thermai expansien

of the lattice. The activatiop eneedgy Eo is reptesented as '

         ' Eo=Ela-S[D '(14)
                  '
where Ea is the 'observed activationf.energy, S is the entropy

of activation and T is the absolute,temperature:'.The eq.(11)

can be•written as ,                                  /
               T = "'l exp( Eok; S! )

                         '                              '                        '                 9 vi: exp( EkoT )

              vl = v.exp( - fi ) ' ' ' . (15)
                           '              '                                                 '                             '                               tt                                                        '
                                  'where T is the relaxation time of annealing, v is the observed

irequency factor, vi •is the,attack frequency gnd k is the , 1
                                  'Boltzrnann constant. Zf the entropy S is larger for the larger
             .                                                 'sized  impurity atorn, the entropy fo r, indium--doped sampie will

be large. The entropy S i$ calÅëulated with the eguation •• .
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                     • 2•                                    E -ST,            .- -[d]emt-. ZVft2 exp(- akT•) (i6)
                         o
                                    tt
w"rs"ere Z ths the number of nearest neighbor sites, p is the defect
ooncenexation and No i$ the nurubex ,oE germanium atorns per cfu3'

.

                                                           '                      ,                                               '"." he vaZue of the entxopy for gallium-doped gerrnanium is i.6 Å~
                                                     'rc-"3  ev/deg and that forvin.f.iumr/qgped germanium is"-2.s \ lo" ,3

eV/deg. Since the value of the entropy is considerably large,
iaxge vaxue of the observed Srequ'ency factor i Å~ 2o18/sec for

   'inutura--deped sample is not too surptising. The value oÅí vi'  '

k"ckT indium--doped sarnple is 1 Å~ 106/sec and that for gallium-,

d'oped sampie is i Å~ io4/sec. since the anneaithg kinetics is

                                                         'secend oxder, the annealing process sh guld be f.ither ,.' .,

                                            '            A+ A.= 2A or A+B=A.B
                                              /                               '
whexe A and B are deiects that anneal in this stage. The iso-

icher;•"al annealing curves were carefuiiy exarnined and the depend-
                                               'ency oE the annealing kinetics gn each specirnens.was revealed.,

the annealing did not exactly obey the second order kinetics Åíor

aXl sarnpies. This result indicates that the annealing kinetics

depends on the irnpurity concehtration or the total dose of
                                        'ix"ecadiation. XE this is the case, the annealing procbss wili

                                          'be tle association of different defects, namely A + B•. Since
              '                                     'a stngle vacancy and a single interstitial atorn in germanium
                                   'iiTiigrate at temperatures far below this stage, this anneal- '
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ing stage is presumably due to the breakup of the remaining

radiation defects.

     Considering from the results (1>, (2) and the discussions

on the entropy and kinetics, there is a iarge possibility- that

the dissociation of the [impurity(substitutional)•vacancy]

cornplex is occuring and the vacancy annihUates at the [irnpu-

rity(Int.)'irnpurity(Sub.)] complexes.
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g 5. Conclusion
     '                                                 '                                                       '                                        '
  . Isochronal and isothermal annealings of irradiated germa-

nium single crystals containing gallium or indium were studied
sn ehe tempexature xange soo L 4oooK. Eive anneazing stages

for gailium--doped crystal and four annealing stages Eor indium-

doped ene were observed.

   . The stage r was observed in a ternp'erature range 800K to.

1400K. The defect wh,ich anneals in the stage was found to be

raore stable when it captgred an electron. The arnount of change

in carrier concentration by this stage was larger for indium" '

doped sample than for gaZlium-doped. Judging from these obser-
vations together with other resualts, the following inodel for• •
                                                            '                        '
the stage was deduced : The defect which migrates in the stage
is Vact. Mhe Vact inigrates and makes association with rrnp.(Sub.)"'

resulting in an association [Vac. . Xmp.(Sub.)]+. The aCtiva-

tion energy ior the process was found to be O.ZeV. This activa-

tion energy is xegarded to be that of the migration of vacancies.

  , [rhe annealing behavior oE the stage IXI which occurs in

the range 2200X N 270"K is strongiy dependent on the type and

concentration of the dopants. In this stage all of the radia--

tion induced traps wexe destroyed. The position of the two
                                                           'trapping levels was determined. Fo' r the case of gallium-doped
                                                              tt                                                             .qrystal the shailow trap is located at Ec - O.l6eV and the deep

trap is located at Ev + O.i6eV. The shaXlow trap disappeared

                                          '                               t'         '
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after isochronal anneal to 2100K. [Vhe deep trap at Ev + O.l6eV

was destroyed and a donor level at Ev + O.08eV was formed by

the end oE the stage. The deiect which annealed in the stage

XIX was more stabXe when it captusced an electron. The activa-

tion energy Eor the stage was found to be O.38eV with traps

empty ana" O.23eV with traps full. Fox the case of Å}ndium-doped

sample the sha].Xow trappirig level at EÅë -- O.IOeV was destroyed

in the stage. The actj.vation energy was found to be O.69eV

with traps ernpty and,O.l5eV wich traps fuU. The samples con-

taining the dopant with larger a'tora size showed larger values

of activation enexgy and ftequency Eactor than those containing

smaUer sized dopan't. Considering from the experimental evi-

dences, it wa.$ conclucled ichaic the defect which,anneals in the
             'stage is an Å}nterstÅ}tial impurity ato,m with double plus charge

acting as p.. icrc.=.LirJpins.g cen-i:esc. The sink for the migrating inter-

stitiai ixrpurity t:•v' ora was concXuded '"L-o be substituttional impu-

ri ty atom wi t,h s ing re,e ne ff. ati ve c] arge .

     Xn stace. V wndch occuucedi above 3800K, both the carrier

concentucatioxx• anc', rnooi UTi ty restosced thejac preirradiation values.

The activation enexgy was found 'co be l.2eV for gallium-doped

sampZes and i.6eV for indi um-doped. The large frequency factor
of the order of ioi8/sec for indium-doped sarapie is not too sur-

prising when it is discussed togethex wÅ}Jch the entropy factor.
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